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REVV G4
G Series Pedal

1. Bluesy Grit 2. Classic Rock Distortion

3. Metal Rhythm 4. Screamin’ Lead

1. Input     Guitar in.
2. Output   Out to amplifier
3. Power    See requirements below for safe operation.
4. Bass  Adjust low end level.
5. Middle  Adjust mid level.
6. Volume  Adjust output level.
7. Aggression Engage (up and down) clipping, or disengage (middle).
8. Treble  Adjust brightness level.
9. Gain  Adjust saturation level.
10. On/Off Switch Engage or disengage pedal. 

The Power Requirements. 
Recommended Voltage: Power is 9 volts and 14mA. Isolated Center Negative Tip External Supply Only.

Understanding the G-Series

G-Series pedals are all-analog sonic recreations of Revv’s flagship Generator 120 amplifier 

channels. As such, they should be treated as preamps, or “amp in a box” pedals. They can be 

played in front of a clean amp, run directly into a power amp, or used in hybrid setups with 

modelers & impulse responses. G4 is based on the Red Channel: thick & organic high gain with fat 

single notes perfectly suited to bot oldschool stack tones & modern rock wall of sound chording. 

Getting Started

Power only via isolated 9v center negative power supply. Start with Volume at zero & all other 
knobs at noon. Engage G4 & raise Volume to a comfortable level. Utilize the Bass controls on 
your G4 & amplifier together to find a combination that is thick but still tight. G4’s big, chewy 
tone means it can optionally be boosted with an overdrive for low end & midrange sculpting 
just like an amp. With any pedal,  be careful to not add too much Gain; balance is key.

Aggression Voices

G4 has 3 Aggression voices controlled by the center toggle switch. While they can be broadly 
thought of as controlling the amount of distortion (Off = least, Blue = medium, Red = most), 
these 3 voices substantially alter the performance of the pedal. Even set to Off, G4 has a healthy 
amount of crunch; so listen for the changing character of the saturation between modes.

Warranty

Please fill out the form on the website below within the next 30 days to claim your warranty. 
Revv Amplification will repair or replace: defective workmanship or materials at its discretion 
on all new Revv Amplification products purchased directly or through authorized dealers for 
one year from the day of purchase. This warranty does not cover shipping costs, product 
appearance, or damages caused by accident, abuse, alteration, or misuse. No other warranty 
is expressed or implied. WWW.REVVAMPLIFICATION.COM/WARRANTY Note: that these are starting points - adjust to taste based on your amp, guitar, and playing style.


